
We are all strangers,We are all strangers,
                      so we talk through objects.                      so we talk through objects.
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First one was �red 
together to join the metal 
folk part to the ceramic body.

Second one was stick the fork 
in the ceramic with super 
glue a�er �ring. 

INITIAL IDEA DEVELOPMENT

Handbuild

Clay Extuder



Next StepNext Step







SONIC CHIP FROM Book ‘ Gastrophysics:the new science of eating’SONIC CHIP FROM Book ‘ Gastrophysics:the new science of eating’



Breaking the ceramic test Traces of drinks 
remaining on ceramic test

Test what temperature and thickness 
are good to break.
Ironically I hesitated to break a 
plate. Because I made it really 
carefully, and the plates are a re-
sult of my time and effort. It was 
also unfamiliar to breaking pre-
cious pottery on purpose.

-Material : Special Porcelain tube 

-Low temperature Fired 850c 

-Tested the fired day (2 hours af-
ter being taken out of the kiln)



GROUP REVIEW Reflection

After group review I could think of, 
Why I want to make people to break 
their plates. Do I want to improve
the flavor of food by using the break-
ing sound? If it breaks during the 
dinner, what happens to the food?
I knew it was meaningless to break a 
plate when people were eating.
I felt lost in my head.
Then i decided to test 
first, breaking the link rather than 
breaking the plate itself,
second dissolving the ceramic cup.

what I was interested is these kinds 
of tableware would be a temporary ob-
ject which exists just a moment.



Dissolving experimentations
1

2

- Material: Porcelain slip

- Low temperature fired 800c

- Tested the fired day

Tested the fired day

- Material : Grogged Porcelain
             Special Porcelain
             Glacier Porcelain

- Low temperature fired 850c

- Tested the next day after firing.

The only difference from the previous experience 
was that this test was done one day after fired.



3

mold and color on the 
plate disappeared. 

Leave them to dry
ceramic plates hold trace of liquid 
- smell of coffee and orange juice and natural colour.

- Material: Modelling Clay

- Low temperature fired 850c

- Tested the fired day



4

- Material : Grogged Pocelain        
             (Throwing)

- Low temperature fired 900c

- Tested the fired day

The difference from previous 
attempts was not only to pour
liquids into the cup, but also 
to pour the liquid 
outside the cup. The liquild 
was both external and 
internal and would be easi-
er to dissolve, which was the 
same condition as the first 
test.

After all the experiments, it was confirmed 
that the ceramic did not dissolve in the 
liquid.
Ceramics only absorbed liquid.
So I moved on to the next experiment.



BREAKING LINK TEST 

different slip casting time
different thinkness on the bottom
Intended to break shape



REFLECTIONREFLECTION





VESSEL 

BALANCE
Find Proper thickness of 
slab to support objects and 
snap easily ! 

It was diffi cult to fi nd the perfect time to at-
tach the slab. 
When attaching a slab to each object?
Condition of clay
slab   : Almost dried, harder than leather hard
object : leather hard



To prevent object from 
breaking in the kiln, 
Paint Alumina on the 
base and fired together 
with objects. 



CUP SHAPE AND MOULD DEVELOPMENT

Carving the plaster



Throwing objects 
Diffi cult to make the shape and 
size I want exactly.

Test 1

CANDLE HOLDER SHAPE DEVELOPMENT

Handbuild objects

- Support dripping candle wax 
but decided to remove it.
I thought candle dripping down 
and solidifying on the object is 
more natural and beautiful.

Test 2



TABLECLOTH

Tablecloth acts as instruction 
for the diner and show how to use 
these experimental tableware 
elements.
Is it better to use the tablecloth 
as a manual or to let people
freely touch objects and fi nd their 
own way?
OCCATION : 
TWO OR FOUR PARTICIPATIONS Fommative assessment display

160c - 1m 30s

160c-1m 30s

170c-1m 30s

180c-1m 30s



Snapping ceramic idea apply to cup 
1. SLAB CONNECTION

Test 1 : Broken itself before fired
              Lost the balance?

Test 2



Slab connection idea development for next experiment.Slab connection idea development for next experiment.



2. COIL CONNECTION

Test 1 : Loose 2 coils 
              with dripping texture 

Test 2 : Tight 4 coils



Variations of connecting two cups shape

3. DOTTED LINE ON SLAB CONNECTION

Test 1 : Linked bottom part to prevent break the cup shape

Coiling around the cup to prevent cup body from breaking,
when breaking two cups.



Participants : more than 2 people
How does cups looks like? 
How to link 3 or 4 cups? 



Combine two piece of plate 
or 
Double cast moulds

To dicide the technical way, i started to make the 
shape by handbuild to test the shape and is it go 
well with other objects(cup and candleholder)

PLATE SHAPE DEVELOPMENT

Test chunky and bold plate 

First Idea 



Sharing food will place on the side part.

Measure the shape slightly 
smaller than plaster mould.

Slipcasting the mould

Porcelain slabSecond Idea 

Test  1

Experiment with the top shape of the plate 
where I can put side-dish.



Test 2 

Food is served on a large plate, 
so eater/diner should bring their own portion to the plate.
I love the way people eat when they eat across the table.
In the west, I can see the movement when passing salt and pep-
per or toasting drinks, 
But in my culture, we share all the side dishes except
rice dish, so I can easily see the choreography on the table.

Round shape
Geometry shape



COLOUR MOODBOARDCOLOUR MOODBOARD



GLAZE EXPRIMENTATION

A.E-1. E-2. B. C. D.



Glaze on the ‘coil connection’ as well 
to make the delicate coil strong. 
- Transparent Glaze

GLAZE LINKED CUPS

Glaze test on objects

A E-1 E-2B C D



Glaze without Slab connection part.
To make it easy to break.
Glaze different colour on each cup
- Glaze A and B



1.

2.

3.

BASE

After fi ring, objects became warped and 
smaller; Throwing object is much smaller 
than slip casting object.

Make the bottom part more thick and larger 
to support each cup even after dividing the 
cups. STABLE / COMFORTABLE / SAFE

BASE

It attached to another object next to it in the kiln.



1. BREAKING EXPERIMENTATION 

It is really easy to break 
The glaze makes the coil stronger to hold 
the cup comfortably.
Coil connection make the piece more beauti-
ful and dramatically break. 
Next piece need more coil on cups and dif-
ferent variation of coil.  



2. BREAKING EXPERIMENTATION

Need more pressure to break but 
the thin part of the slab break 
really clearly in the middle of 
the slab. 
I’m satisfied! 
However, the bottom part of the 
cup should be more supportable.
It should be standing on the 
table after breaking.
The quality of porcelain is warp 
when it is fired so need the more 
wide bottom to balance.



3. BREAKING EXPERIMENTATION 3. BREAKING EXPERIMENTATION 

It was the hardest to break.
Using dotted lines was a good 
choice, but the center of the slab 
should be thinner.



Need different height of glass 
to make interesting variation of linked cup.

Show more beautiful coil link. 

Loose coil - break easily
Make a cup on the alumina applied base, not on the desk. 
It will make it easier to move cups to the kiln, and the coil 
will not break during transportation. 
Also, the bottom and the cup have to be baked together anyway. 
Next time, I will try creating a loose coil connecting cup on 
an alumina applied base.

CHAMPAGNE GLASS



Test 1

Test 2

Test 3

COLOUR SLIP EXPERIMENTATION



Handbuild fi nal shape 
to check the height 
and width.

Seclected shape and size 
for Candle holder mould.

CANDLE HOLDER SHAPE DEVELOPMENT



CCANDLE HOLDER MOULD MAKING ANDLE HOLDER MOULD MAKING 



Remove the top mould at proper time

Lost candle holder part

Finally Save the holder 





CCHAIN EXPERIMENTATIONHAIN EXPERIMENTATION









SET UP IN ROOM 318BSET UP IN ROOM 318B



Create models to imagine the display.

Samples of different types of connected cups
(imaginary example of applying color slip)

candleholder : papermache

Baked cookie : 
use for chain(push and pull 
fork) and connecting part of 
cups(coil & slab)



Display experimentation Display experimentation 
with models.with models.



TABLECLOTH IDEA DEVELOPMENT

A tablecloth with abstract drawings is 
able to fi guratively indicate the location 
and use of each tableware objects.



ORGANISATIONORGANISATION



AUTUMN TERM 

Week 1-4
Research the culinary occasion and meaning of dining.
Try to make experimental objects as tableware to Identify the 
theme and my interest what I want to develop further.

Week 5-10
Reading the book ‘Gastrophysics: The New Science of Eating’
Decide to test breaking the porcelain plate and tube shape to 
taste better.
Making the plate plaster mould. First slip casting with semi 
porcelain and porcelain slip

Week 11-12:
Test dissolving the porcelain
Hand build small pieces for dissolving test and throwing the 
shape of small cup to test as well.

SPRING TERM

Week 1-5

Making cup plaster mould.
Making center pieces -throwing and hand build to check the size, 
height and how it looks like on the table.
Practice the Throwing Porcelain – link the two vase(bowl)s with 
slab connection.
Connected cups breaking Test.
Designing the whole table how it looks like and what kinds of 
elements need.
Test Tablecloth which will act as instruction – drawing, scan-
ning, print on the fabric.

Week 6-10

Making center piece plaster mould.
Plate shape and role idea development.
Glaze test and colour slip test

Glaze test on the throwing and hand building objects.
Linked cups making (slab, coil and dotted line to let people know 
to break) Test the connecting parts of the two objects
Test how it breaks and decide the role of each objects at the 
dinner table.

Week 11-13

Second colour slip test to fine perfect pastel colour 
Making chains with different type of metals
Try slip casting to new center piece mould

My plan is, the Rest of Spring term
Develop the shape of plate and the colour of the plate.
(The appearance).
Slip casting the plate and center piece by playing the different 
colour slips and glaze. 
Making cutlery with copper for test and try to make final cutlery 
with silver.
Keep making two cups with different connections and shape (These 
are for display on the show)

EASTER BREAK
Designing the tablecloth and practicing making chain and cutlery.

SUMMER TERM
Glaze and fire every objects (cup, plate, center piece) on my ta-
ble Make and finish final chain and cutlery.
Print tablecloth



I left my first diary of 3rd year at Brighton’s house. Therefore, I can’t fully show my daily plans but these are the records in the 
diaries that I brought when I came back to Korea because of the COVID 19.



OCTOBEROCTOBER

NOVEMBERNOVEMBER

DECEMBERDECEMBER

JANUARYJANUARY



MARCHMARCH

FABRUARYFABRUARY



RESOLUTIONRESOLUTION





PULL AND PUSH CUTLERYPULL AND PUSH CUTLERY





BREAKING THE CUP 
                                No. 1

TEST 1                                                                   STRING CONNECTION
  

WHOLE VIDEO
https://vimeo.com/421406419



BREAKING THE CUP 
                                No. 2

TEST 2                                                                      SLAB CONNECTION



BREAKING THE CUP 
                                No. 3

TEST 3                                                                                     DOTS CONNECTION






